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\textbf{A B S T R A C T}

One consequence of central nervous system injury or disease is the impairment of neural control of movement, resulting in spasticity and paralysis. To enhance recovery, restorative neurology procedures modify altered, yet preserved nervous system function. This review focuses on functional electrical stimulation (FES) and spinal cord stimulation (SCS) that utilize remaining capabilities of the distal apparatus of spinal cord, peripheral nerves and muscles in upper motor neuron dysfunctions. FES for the immediate generation of lower limb movement along with current rehabilitative techniques is reviewed. The potential of SCS for controlling spinal spasticity and enhancing lower limb function in multiple sclerosis and spinal cord injury is discussed. The necessity for precise electrode placement and appropriate stimulation parameter settings to achieve therapeutic specificity is elaborated. This will lead to our human work of epidural and transcutaneous stimulation targeting the lumbar spinal cord for enhancing motor functions in spinal cord injured people, supplemented by pertinent human research of other investigators. We conclude that the concept of restorative neurology recently received new appreciation by accumulated evidence for locomotor circuits residing in the human spinal cord. Technological and clinical advances need to follow for a major impact on the functional recovery in individuals with severe damage to their motor system.

© 2012 Elsevier B.V. Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.

1. Introduction

The effects of central nervous system (CNS) injury or disease include altered sensation and pain and impaired control of movement, paralysis and spasticity. Contemporary emergency and rehabilitative medical care has developed to successfully prevent and treat secondary medical complications of neurological disorders providing a near-normal life expectancy for people with neurological damage. Medicine at present, however, cannot anatomically repair the affected parts of the CNS to return normal neurological function. This results in a large population of patients who must endure chronic sensory and motor disabilities and need solutions that improve their quality of life.

To enhance recovery from CNS injury or disease, restorative neurology is a discipline that works through the modification of residual, altered, yet remaining nervous system function. Neuromodulation is a major category of interventions used in restorative neurology. It evolved from physiological and biomedical engineering advances in the 1960s. The therapeutic paradigm was the modulation of CNS activity rather than the irreversible (destructive) modification of the CNS structure. An example of this development was Vladimir Liberson’s functional electrotherapy, later renamed functional electrical stimulation (FES), for patients with foot drop after stroke [1]. The availability of portable stimulators further led to multi-site FES to generate standing and some stepping-movements in paraplegic patients and to augment gait rehabilitation in patients with incomplete spinal cord injury (SCI). In 1967, Norman Shealy implanted the first neuroaugmentive device for the relief of intractable pain which he termed dorsal column stimulator [2]. The potential of this technique of spinal cord stimulation (SCS) in movement disorders was recognized soon thereafter [3]. The commercial availability of implantable stimulators paved the way for the current neuromodulation therapies for altered sensation and pain, peripheral and cardiac ischemia, severe depression and psychiatric conditions [4,5].

In movement disorders, contemporary neuromodulation therapies target brain structures, cranial nerves, spinal cord, and peripheral nerves and influence the nervous system activity by the interaction of an electrical or neurochemical input with specific neural circuits [5–7]. Deep brain stimulation with implanted
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leads is applied in Parkinson’s disease [8], in dystonia [9] and as a treatment for essential tremor [10]. Vagus nerve stimulation via an implanted electrical stimulator is applied in the treatment of intractable epilepsy [11]. Electrical epidural SCS can alleviate various disorders of the motor system in patients with SCI, multiple sclerosis (MS), cerebral palsy, and people with post-traumatic and post-stroke brain injury [12]. Sacral nerve stimulation with an implanted lead, also termed sacral neuromodulation, is an accepted treatment method for urinary pelvic disorders and incontinence [13]. The development of implantable drug pumps allowed for the chronic delivery of medication to the physiological target site of the spinal cord to modulate motor function. Intrathecal delivery of baclofen is well-established in the treatment of spinal spasticity caused by MS or SCI [14] and spasticity of cerebral origin [15].

Methods for the restoration of the neuromuscular lower limb functions will be the focus of the present review. These approaches utilize the intact peripheral nerves and the capacity of the spinal cord of neural signal processing that remain after impairment of the CNS [16]. FES for the generation of lower limb movement will be reviewed first. Then, SCS for the improvement of lower limb function in motor disorders (primarily) with spinal cord involvement will be discussed, i.e. the improvement of spinal spasticity and altered motor control due to MS and SCI. These topics will lead to the report on our human work of epidural and transcutaneous stimulation specifically targeting the lumbar spinal cord for enhancing motor functions in people with SCI, supplemented by pertinent human research of other investigators. The reviewed literature was partially selected following the development process of the recently published monograph on restorative neurology of motor control after SCI [17], and from a comprehensive reference work encompassing the various aspects of neuromodulation [18].

2. Functional electrical stimulation for the restoration of lower limb functions

The first modern applications of FES to generate movements of paralyzed lower limbs in SCI and hemiplegic subjects were reported in the early 1960s [1,19]. FES is applied to produce patterned muscle contractions and movements for specific function in people with motor control impaired by upper motor neuron dysfunction. FES methodologies use timed sequences of short bursts of electrical pulses, rather than sustained stimulation commonly applied in other neuromodulation therapies [6]. Muscles are either activated by electrical stimulation of the respective lower motoneurons, usually near the corresponding motor endplate region [6], or by peripheral afferent stimulation and the resulting spinal reflex [20].

FES systems for the restoration of lower limb movement can be divided into applications for the facilitation of ankle dorsiflexion in hemiplegia [21] and the generation of standing and stepping-movements in SCI individuals [22]. Both, surface stimulators and implantable devices have been developed. In the therapeutic treatment of foot drop after stroke, footswitch- or tilt sensor-triggered peroneal nerve stimulation elicits a flexion reflex that generates hip, knee, and ankle movements and enhances the swing phase during gait [1,23,24]. A review that evaluated seven case series and one randomized clinical trial of FES in stroke patients with foot drop suggested a positive effect of FES on walking speed, with a pooled improvement by 38% [25]. Commercially available and FDA approved surface stimulation systems primarily designed for foot drop correction are the WalkAide System (Innovative Neurotronics Inc., Austin, TX), the Odstock Dropped Foot Stimulator (Odstock Medical Limited, Salisbury District Hospital, Salisbury, UK), and the Ness L300 Foot Drop System (Bioness Inc., Valencia, CA). Implantable FES devices were designed for more selective control of the evoked muscle activities by stimulating separate groupings of fibers within a nerve trunk. The ActiGate system (Neurodan A/S, Aalborg, Denmark) is based on an implanted cuff electrode with four channels positioned to activate different nerve fibers within the common peroneal nerve and can elicit dorsal and plantar flexion as well as inversion and eversion. Safety and the effect on walking of the ActiGate system in hemiplegia were evaluated in a phase II trial [26]. The authors reported long-term improvements in walking speed by 19% and in the distance walked in 4 min. The STIMuSTEP (Finetech Medical Ltd, Welwyn Garden City, UK) is a two-channel implantable peroneal nerve stimulator. Randomized controlled trials of the effects of the STIMuSTEP in hemiplegia demonstrated an increased walking speed by 23% [27] and improvements of spatiotemporal gait parameters and kinematics [28]. Apart from the immediate effect of stimulation, training with the FES system can (temporarily) enable patients to dorsiflex their foot volitionally to ambulate with less fatigue [1,29].

In paraplegic individuals with thoracic SCI, multi-site FES can generate standing and short-distance ambulation by stimulating the quadriceps, sometimes together with the gluteal muscles, to produce lower limb extension during stance phases, and the peroneal nerve to initiate a swing-like motion [30–32]. The stimulation sequences are controlled by a microcomputer and are manually initiated by the user, and a walker or crutches are used for weight and balance support. Forward movement is predominantly achieved by sliding the walker in the double support phase or with the help of the crutches. The walking FES systems can be used in combination with mechanical braces to reduce the number of muscles to be controlled and to provide additional joint stability [33]. The Parastep (Sigmedics, Inc., Fairborn, OH) is an FDA approved surface FES system composed of a six-channel, microprocessor-controlled stimulator, skin electrodes, and a modified walking frame [30]. This system has been evaluated for ambulation and other beneficial medical effects in several studies [34–37] and is widely available. Research-based implantable multi-channel FES devices for the restoration of lower limb movement in motor-complete SCI subjects have been developed by several research groups [22]. The feasibility of the application of implants utilizing either epimysial electrodes or cuff electrodes for the generation of standing and some stepping movements was tested in a few SCI subjects [38–40]. Generally, the walking FES systems for motor-complete SCI subjects are not a substitute for a wheelchair, but used as an active means of exercise they provide many benefits including improved blood flow to the lower limbs, increased muscle mass and strength, reduced spasticity, improvement in skin trophic, and cardiovascular benefits.

In people with motor-incomplete SCI, timed peroneal nerve stimulation can be used to facilitate the swing phase during locomotor training on a treadmill to augment gait rehabilitation in the early phase after injury [41]. Candidates for chronic use of peroneal electrical stimulators are SCI individuals, who have sufficient trunk and knee extensor function but weak flexor activity of the lower limbs [42]. In the chronic phase of incomplete SCI, the diversity of injury profiles and residual motor function results in a broad variety of impaired gait patterns. By supplementing the individual residual motor control, tailored multi-site FES can improve these altered patterns of movements [43]. Such applications can exploit all of the characteristic advantages of FES to either achieve local or more widespread synergistic responses by stimulation of the appropriate peripheral nerves, to produce immediate muscle force by efferent stimulation or to utilize central mechanisms following the sensory input produced either directly or secondary to the evoked movements [44,45].
3. Epidural spinal cord stimulation in multiple sclerosis

Epidural SCS is generally associated with the treatment of chronic neurogenic pain conditions and in fact, SCS for pain control is the most common modality of all neuromodulation therapies [5]. Yet, SCS can be an effective method in the alleviation of various disorders of the motor system. The application of SCS in motor disorders resulted from observations made by Cook and Weinstein when treating an MS patient for pain [3]. SCS controlled the pain and, in addition, improved voluntary motor function. Cook’s work was repeated and the finding of improved motor control and spinal spasticity in patients with MS was confirmed [46–48]. Illis and colleagues observed immediate and profound improvements of motor, sensory and bladder function in 2 patients with MS treated by temporary epidural SCS [47]. The first patient with signs of an upper motor neuron lesion with spasticity regained unaired walking capability with SCS. Siegfried et al. applied SCS in the attempt to control spinal spasticity in 10 patients [49]. Six of these patients had MS. Electrodes were positioned between the C3/C4 and T1/T2 vertebral levels and intermittent stimulation was applied at a frequency between 50 Hz and 100 Hz. Such stimulation elicited paraesthesiae in the cervical or thoracic dermatomes corresponding to the segmental level of the epidural electrodes and, with increasing stimulus intensities, in both lower limbs or in all four extremities. In all cases, a striking improvement of the spasticity of the lower (and the upper) limbs was confirmed by neurophysiological evaluation, with the best results observed in the MS patients.

In subsequent studies of separate groups with increasing numbers of individuals treated it became clear that SCS augmented motor function only in a portion of the tested patient populations with inter-individually varying improvements [50]. Davis et al. reported improvements of ambulation with increased endurance and muscle strength in 44 of 69 patients with MS [51]. Illis et al. found significant improvement in 5 of 18 MS patients with mobility problems treated with SCS [52]. The beneficial responses included a feeling of lightness of the legs, the ability to stand and walk more easily, increased endurance, and regained unaired walking capability. The stimulation was carried out at 33 Hz and the electrodes were placed between C6/C7 and T9/T10 vertebral levels. Stimulation which produced improvements had to be adjusted to generate bilateral sensation into the legs (by adjusting the medio-lateral electrode position and the stimulus intensity). The variability of the effects of SCS is also reflected by a later work of the same group suggesting that SCS did not have a major quantifiable impact upon motor disability in MS [53]. The effect of SCS in a large number of patients with various motor disorders, including 130 MS patients treated with SCS, was discussed by Waltz [54]. Among the MS patients, 82% had walking difficulties, partially attributable to spasticity and weakness. Spasticity was abolished or significantly decreased in 58%, with increased ease in carrying out voluntary motor function. Weakness improved in 33%, most markedly in the hip flexors, with a positive impact on gait. Electrodes were placed between the vertebral levels C2 and C4 and frequencies of 100–1500 Hz were applied, with most patients responding best to 100–200 Hz.

The physiological mechanisms of epidural SCS in MS are not yet elucidated. Electrophysiological studies of the effects of SCS during the treatment of MS, including recordings of cervical somatosensory and brainstem evoked potentials, indicated that SCS acted on spinal cord and brainstem levels [55]. The detected changes in the evoked potentials in association with SCS were interpreted as variations of the efficacy of afferent volleys in engaging neural circuits, as in the dorsal horn of the spinal cord and the nucleus cuneatus. Gybels and van Roost suggested in their review of numerous studies of SCS in motor disorders that the working mechanisms of SCS are beyond local effects and rather due to an increased descending inhibition of excessive spinal reflex activity [50]. Waltz proposed the augmentation or modulation of ascending and descending tracts [54]. Illis hypothesized that SCS might work through modulation of the central excitatory state and neurotransmitter release and of the afferent inflow [52]. The variety of rostro-caudal sites of SCS in the studies reviewed above, ranging from C2 to T10 vertebral levels, indeed suggests the activation of a rather diffuse system involving ascending and descending tracts (the latter by synaptic activation) and segmental circuits. This fact together with the pathophysiological complexity of MS might have contributed to the variety of results reported.

Our understanding is that the therapeutic specificity of SCS hinges on the direct involvement of specific segmental spinal circuits through the precise placement of the implanted electrodes. With regard to lower limb functions, considerable progress has been made in recent years in recognizing the remarkable capabilities of the lumbar spinal cord circuitry (located at T11–T12 vertebral levels) to control motor function and how they can be utilized by lumbar SCS [56–60]. Studies on the effect of SCS targeting these circuits involved in the control of muscle tone and lower limb movement will be presented in the following sections.

4. Epidural spinal cord stimulation in spasticity after spinal cord injury

The positive effects of SCS in MS [3,46] motivated its application in SCI. Richardson, McLone and colleagues described the alleviation of severe spasticity and flexor spasms in 6 individuals with post-traumatic, complete thoracic SCI by SCS in a series of case reports [61,62]. Epidural electrodes were placed below the injury between the L1 and L4 vertebral levels, and the effective stimulation frequencies were 33–75 Hz. Subsequent studies had variable results. Siegfried et al. did not confirm a satisfactory effect of SCS on spasticity in 15 chronic SCI patients [63], with epidural electrodes placed rostral to the lesion level (see personal communication of Dimitrijevic in [64]). Barolat and colleagues, on the other hand, concluded in a larger series of cases that epidural SCS is effective and safe in the management of spasticity and spasms in SCI individuals [65,66]. Waltz found improved motor function in 65% of 303 SCI patients treated by cervical SCS [54]. No specific SCS frequency preference within the range of 100–1500 Hz was reported. Benefits included decreased spasticity and spasms and augmented function in muscle groups retaining some voluntary movement. Dimitrijevic and co-workers investigated the efficacy of SCS for spasticity control in 59 SCI patients and obtained marked or moderate effects in 63% of the patients [64,67]. The epidural electrodes were placed at C2 to T12 vertebral levels and continuous stimulation was applied at 30–50 Hz. The variability of the efficacy of stimulation did not depend on the severity of spasticity, but on the rostro-caudal electrode site. Considering their own results and the reports of Richardson et al. [61,62] and Siegfried et al. [63], they concluded that the optimal position for epidural leads in patients with thoracic SCI was below the level of the lesion [64]. It was suggested that such thoraco-lumbar SCS would lead to antidromic activation of residual, longitudinal structures of the spinal cord below the injury with resulting modulation of segmental spinal circuits’ activity involved in the generation of spasticity. In incomplete SCI patients with partial functional preservation of ascending and descending neural tracts, long loop dorsal column–brainstem–spinal mechanisms modulating the excitability of segmental circuits were suggested as additional mechanism [64].

In view of the motor control capabilities of the upper lumbar spinal cord circuitry [56] (see also below), Pinter and colleagues revisited the use of SCS in chronic SCI individuals with severe lower
5. Epidural lumbar spinal cord stimulation for the generation of lower limb motor activity

The control of lower limb spasticity by epidural stimulation of the upper lumbar spinal cord requires individual identification of effective stimulation parameters, involving stimulation through different contacts along the epidural lead (Fig. 1A) and the use of different stimulus intensities and frequencies [57,64]. During such testing in the clinical practice of SCS it became obvious that the stimulation did not only attenuate spinal cord activity, but also produced a variety of non-patterned and patterned motor outputs to the lower limb muscles, depending on the stimulation parameters.

Dimitrijevic and colleagues reported in chronic, motor complete SCI subjects that lumbar SCS could produce rhythmic activities in the paralyzed lower limbs [56]. An example of locomotor-like, alternating electromyographic (EMG) activity in groups of antagonistic muscles generated by lumbar SCS is shown in Fig. 1B. The functional separation of the lumbar spinal cord from supraspinal structures was demonstrated in these subjects by clinical and neurophysiological assessment [56,70]. The influence of proprioceptive feedback in the rhythm-generation of the muscle activity could be assumed to be insignificant, since all subjects were studied in a supine position that limited lower limb loading and hip extension. It was thus demonstrated that the human lumbar spinal cord contains neural networks that can generate coordinated oscillating activity in response to tonic neural input signals, even after chronic disconnection from supraspinal structures. For the generation of rhythmic motor outputs to the lower limbs, SCS frequency had to be within the range of 25–60 Hz. Subsequent studies repeated and verified these results [72–74].

In addition, it was found that non-patterned electrical stimulation of the lumbar spinal cord at 5–15 Hz could generate and retain bilateral lower-limb extension in motor complete SCI subjects in supine position [58,75]. When the subjects’ lower extremities were manually moved to a position of hip and knee flexion, and SCS was subsequently applied at 5–15 Hz, a brisk and strong extension movement of the lower limbs was produced. The associated EMG activities from the lower limb muscles revealed characteristic and reproducible temporal amplitude modulations (Fig. 1C). When the position of full extension was reached, and stimulation was continued, the limbs further remained in this position, with the muscles clearly contracting. In the same subjects, the extension-like muscle activities were replaced by rhythmic ones when the SCS frequency was increased to 30 Hz, without changing the site or intensity of stimulation [75].

Electrophysiological [68,74] and computational [76,77] studies revealed that the structures directly, electrically stimulated by epidural lumbar SCS are predominantly afferent fibers of the posterior roots. The tonic neural drive to the lumbar spinal cord via the posterior root afferents was suggested to produce parallel effects. The volleys elicit segmental muscle responses in the lower limbs, so-called posterior root–muscle reflexes, and co-activate lumbar interneuronal circuits via synaptic projections [58,74,75]. Their integration into the generation of motor outputs most probably relies on temporal and spatial summation processes of the postsynaptic potentials produced.

Despite the above discussed findings and the clear potential for clinical application, few human studies have capitalized on the intrinsic motor control mechanisms of the lumbar spinal cord that remain below a spinal cord lesion. In 2 cases of chronic, motor complete SCI individuals, the rhythmic EMG activity produced by partial body weight-supported, manually assisted treadmill-stepping was immediately augmented when epidural lumbar SCS at 20–50 Hz was supplied (Fig. 1D) [58,78]. It was thus shown that the rhythmic sequences of proprioceptive feedback associated with the mechanical events during passive stepping and the tonic neural drive produced by SCS could be integrated by the lumbar spinal cord in the generation of motor output. Furthermore, rhythmic activity could be produced in muscles that did not respond to manually assisted treadmill-stepping alone, and the timing of the activity relative to the gait cycle could be shifted by the stimulation. Independent functional stepping, however, was not achieved. A similar augmentation of rhythmic muscle activities on a moving treadmill belt by SCS was recently demonstrated in a case study of a subject with a clinically motor complete and sensory incomplete SCI, but this subject had undergone an extensive locomotor training [60]. Rhythmic EMG activity was generated when epidural lumbar SCS at 30–40 Hz and step-related proprioceptive feedback were provided. Independent gait-like movements were not achieved in this study either. Yet, SCS could generate full weight-bearing standing without manual facilitation when the stimulation frequency was set at 15 Hz. Additionally, 7 months after implantation, epidural SCS revealed residual voluntary control of some lower limb movements that was only present when stimulation was supplied (see also [79]).

In 2 wheelchair-dependent individuals with motor and sensory incomplete SCI classified as AIS C, Herman and his team investigated a combined therapy of locomotor training and SCS [80–83]. They applied locomotor training until the participant reached a plateau in treadmill gait performance and subsequently employed epidural SCS in conjunction with locomotor training. The initial locomotor training without SCS improved the subjects’ ability to step on the treadmill, however, the improvements did not translate successfully into over-ground ambulation. Acute effects of SCS when applied during treadmill stepping included improved muscle activation patterns and an enhanced level of EMG activity. After the period of combined training, both subjects were able to transfer
Fig. 1. Lower limb motor activity generated by epidural lumbar SCS. (A) Drawing of a cylindrical epidural lead with four contacts (black rectangles) placed over the posterior aspect of the lumbar spinal cord. (B) Locomotor-like EMG activities of paralyzed lower limb muscles elicited by sustained epidural lumbar SCS at 25 Hz and 10 V in a supine position. Q: quadriceps, Ham: hamstrings, TA: tibialis anterior, TS: triceps surae. Induced relative knee movements (Knee mov.) are documented by a position sensor trace; deflection up indicates knee flexion. Data derived from a subject with chronic, motor-complete (AIS B), mid-thoracic (motor level: T8) traumatic SCI [56]. (C) Extension movement and associated EMG activity induced by epidural lumbar SCS at 10 Hz and 10 V. The subject’s lower limb had been placed in a flexed position prior to the onset of stimulation (see vertical arrow along the time-axis). The goniometer trace (Knee angle) illustrates the generated extension movement. Data derived from a subject with chronic, motor-complete (AIS A), mid-thoracic (motor level: T6) traumatic SCI in supine position [75]. (D) Lower limb EMG activity induced by manually assisted, body-weight supported treadmill walking without (left side) and with additional epidural lumbar SCS. The treadmill belt speed was 0.36 m/s. The subject wore a parachute harness connected to counterweights which supported him vertically over the treadmill and provided 50% body weight support. Two physiotherapists manually imposed the stepping motions on the moving treadmill belt. No independent functional movements were produced. Black horizontal bars indicate stance phases. Subject with chronic, motor-complete (AIS A), low-cervical (motor level: C6) traumatic SCI [78].

6. Transcutaneous lumbar spinal cord stimulation for modification of altered neural control following spinal cord injury

Epidural lumbar SCS does not activate spinal cord circuitry directly, but trans-synaptically through the electrical stimulation of posterior root and spinal cord afferents [58,76,85]. Posterior root afferents can be stimulated by non-invasive methods as well. Posterior root fibers of the L2 to S2 spinal cord segments can be consistently stimulated by transcutaneous SCS with skin electrodes [86–88]. The technique uses stimulating electrodes over the paravertebral skin between the T11 and T12 spinous processes, and large reference electrodes over the lower abdomen (Fig. 2A). The biophysics leading to the specific, localized depolarization of posterior root fibers in spite of the distant stimulation is well-understood [77,89,90]. The ligaments between the spinous processes and laminae and the intervertebral discs between the vertebral bodies reduce the transversal electrical resistance of the thoraco-lumbar spine and allow some current produced by transcutaneous SCS to flow through the vertebral canal. Within the vertebral canal, the current density is relatively high in the well-conducting cerebrospinal fluid. There, the excitation threshold of the posterior root fibers is considerably reduced by non-uniformities of the anatomy along the fiber paths and changes of the fiber path direction with respect to the generated field.
Potential therapeutic applications of tonic transcutaneous SCS for the alleviation of spinal spasticity and the enhancement of neural control of locomotion after SCI are currently being investigated. In a pilot study, it was explored whether lumbar transcutaneous SCS could temporarily modify spinal spasticity in 3 incomplete SCI subjects classified as AIS D [88,91]. Stimulation was applied in a supine position for 30 min at 50 Hz and an intensity producing paraesthesiae in lower limbs. Before and immediately after stimulation, the subjects’ spasticity and residual voluntary motor control were assessed clinically and neurophysiologically. In the post-stimulation evaluation, EMG associated with Achilles clonus, passive knee movement and mechanical plantar stimulation were reduced, and volitional rhythmic ankle movement was improved. The pendulum test demonstrated a statistically significant decline in spastic hypertonia. Two subjects (one using a walker, the other one 2 crutches) considerably increased their walking speed after SCS.

Early exploratory studies have shown that tonic transcutaneous lumbar SCS applied during treadmill stepping generated or modulated rhythmic lower limb EMG activities in motor complete and incomplete SCI [88,92]. In the subjects with motor complete SCI, manually assisted and body-weight supported treadmill stepping (without stimulation) produced only low-amplitude EMG activity in the paralyzed lower limbs [93]. When tonic transcutaneous SCS at 30 Hz was additionally supplied, rhythmic patterns of extensive EMG amplitudes could be produced (Fig. 2B and C). That the induced rhythmic activities were largely caused by the tonic transcutaneous SCS was reflected by the fact that the EMG consisted of series of stimulus-triggered posterior root-muscle reflexes. While the first results of the combined application of transcutaneous SCS and assisted treadmill stepping were very encouraging in motor complete SCI subjects, independent functional gait-like movements were not yet produced. Remarkable effects were achieved in 4 individuals classified as AIS D. Continuous transcutaneous SCS at 30 Hz and a sub-motor threshold level producing paraesthesiae in the lower limb dermatomes immediately modified the voluntarily generated lower limb activities in a gait phase appropriate way. The consciously controlled, yet augmented muscle activity led to changes of the stepping kinematics as well, including increased ranges of hip and knee movement and stride lengths [88,92].

Transcutaneous SCS combines the characteristics of FES and neuromodulation techniques and has all advantages of a non-invasive method. Using skin electrodes, it can be applied for repetitive interventions rather than for chronic stimulation therapies. Studies in progress will clarify the role of transcutaneous SCS in restorative neurology, particularly its efficacy in enhancing remaining motor capacity in people with various upper motor neuron dysfunctions.
7. Principles of neuromodulation in restorative neurology and future directions

Numerous research efforts are being conducted for the biological repair of the damaged CNS that focus on the lesion site and the interrupted neural pathways [94]. Even after severe CNS damage, however, there remains a distal, potentially functional apparatus of spinal cord, peripheral nerves and muscles [16]. In the present review we discussed FES and SCS as restorative neurotherapy interventions in motor disorders that utilize this residual system. FES can provide for the immediate control of motor functions and generate sufficient force to produce movement. SCS modifies the steady-state of neural circuits’ operation and their response to physiological input signals—a common principle of neuromodulation therapies [7].

The concept of restorative neurology to augment surviving CNS capabilities is not new [95–97]. Yet, it received new appreciation by the accumulated evidence for the existence of neural circuits within the human lumbar spinal cord that can execute complex stereotyped motor tasks in response to rather unspecific stimuli [16,60,98]. Being deprived of (sufficient) supraspinal drive, neural processing and pattern generating networks caudal to a spinal cord lesion lose an adequate, sustainable state of excitability to be fully operational. Furthermore, the altered balance of excitation and inhibition [99] contribute to the clinical pictures of spasticity [100]. SCS provides a multi-segmental tonic neural drive to these circuitries and ‘tunes’ their physiological state to a more functional level.

These concepts need to be followed by technological and clinical advancements for the benefit of those who suffer from CNS damage. Epidural electrode arrays covering the dorsal columns as well as the dorsal root entry zones of the lumbosacral spinal cord in combination with multi-channel pulse generators are needed to allow for circuitries and ‘tunes’ their physiological state to a more functional level.
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